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ANGRY SEXY BITCH
pt 2 - spacewalk
At some point, young Miranda went out on a spacewalk. The
only

thing

that

kept

her

from

the

cold

quiet

emptiness

of

space, was a single tether. I don't know exactly when or how
she

got

there,

it

was

probably

a

gradual

development.

Somehow, I stopped feeling safe being my full self and so I let
her loose. The first time I remember being depressed, or at
least the earliest I can remember, she was standing in the
narrow hallway staring at the world map on the wall that was
bigger than she was. It was summer. She was maybe 8 years
old. She didn't have the vocabulary or emotional intelligence
to articulate how she felt at the time and I'm not sure I do
now. She recognized there was some kind of disconnect there was emptiness. Time became achingly slow. She felt like
she was supposed to be happy and yet she didn't feel happy. She felt the world was as desolate as
outer space, but at least outer space was supposed to be desolate. She felt safer in the place that was
supposed to be desolate, it was reliable. Her world was much less reliable.

I was conditioned to be aloof, to seem unbothered, uncaring, able to handle anything, whatever. I
suppose it was a learned coping mechanism. Of course being sensitive and loud was who I was throwing fits because my hair wasn't up right or the seam of my socks was rubbing against my toes or
my sleeves were bunched up under my coat. But was it conducive to happiness and survival? Being loud
and sensitive was cute when I was a small child ordering for herself at restaurants and acting appalled
that the wait staff asked my mom for my order. But once I grew out of the precocious age I became a
nuisance.

Angry sexy bitch is about reclamation of my body and myself. From the middle aged white men of the
engineering/surveying world, from the culture of my club and college swim teams, from my own mind,
from anyone and everyone who made me feel unsafe and unwelcome in my body. Angry sexy bitch may
seem a bit extreme, but I've found that to get to a peaceful middle I have to feel the full extremes of my
emotions first.

I didn't realize how much this affected me until I watched an interview (graphic) with one of Saturday
Night Live's newest cast members Sarah Sherman (aka Sarah Squirm). She spoke about how she was
made to feel ashamed of her body growing up and how it has inspired her particular style of body
horror art and comedy. I loved it. I love her. Sarah is inspiring me to be me again - loud, colorful, a little
disgusting (because we all are), and just naturally myself.

This triggered many nights of introspection about my relationship to my body and myself. There's the
obvious trauma that I experienced as a woman in the engineering field - near assault by a stranger
while working in the field, sexual harassment from the man who saved me from that assault, followed by

ANGRY SEXY BITCH
pt 2 - spacewalk
more sexual harassment and blatant sexism. More on this
later.

Then

there's

the

less

obvious

trauma

of

society's

expectations of our bodies combined with being a high level
athlete and being nearly naked (in a swim suit) in front of
people all the time. People commented on my body a lot and
I probably appreciated the attention. So I had to stay skinny.
It caused people to show love and concern for me. I told my
mom I didn't have an eating disorder and I guess she believed
me. 27 year old me firmly states that I had an eating disorder.
I still have an eating disorder. I know many people who have
had and still do. It's more common than the extreme cases
you

see

on

TV.

It's

everyday

people.

All

body

types

and

genders. Finally there's the even less obvious trauma. Things
that I am still hesitant to call trauma to this day. But somehow
I was made to feel unsafe in my body and unloved for being
myself.

Why

do

I

freeze,

fawn,

or

flee

at

unexpected

conversations and confrontation? Why does it feel like time
moves on without me in these moments? Why does everything
go blank? Why was I never taught how to feel and how to communicate those feelings? Why was I
taught that displays of emotion were embarrassing? That I was too loud? Too much? This led me to
allow some of the more obvious trauma that happened to me. The best way to be safe was to just let
things happen and make peace with everyone you can and if you can't do that just run away and start
fresh. Trauma builds on itself.

A

few

months

ago

my

therapist,

Sabrina,

recommend

I

reach

out

to

a

therapist

she

knows

that

specializes in EMDR therapy. EMDR stands for Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing and it is
specifically to help people recover from trauma. This was after a couple spells of dissociation during
therapy. I was hesitant to reach out then. I only met with her one time and we just had an introductory
chat of sorts. I never went back. I'm still hesitant to go back but I think I need to. I jump at the sound of a
text message. I've been having unsettling nightmares and grinding my teeth at night so much my gums
are bleeding. I'm afraid of people. I'm drinking myself to the point of alcohol poisoning and smoking
myself to the point of fainting in public. What am I hiding from myself? Despite my best efforts, am I still
on a spacewalk? Is it safe to come back? I think it's time to try.

texts to myself: february 2021
February 1
enamored enthralled captivated

February 15
why do I fall so fast

February 17
enjoy this love

February 20
hard to differentiate between intuition and anxiety

February 24
I want Sundays to be slow and beautiful. A beam of sunlight through the window warms my face
you are worthy of good love
your love for him won't protect you
I am more than my hometown. I am more than my disorder
I am all of these things. Together
Love on the Spectrum

click
for
music

RECIPES FOR DEPRESSION

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
diabetes
After 2+ years working in the veterinary field I have accumulated some not so common knowledge
and insights into animal health. Complete and total disclaimer I am not a registered or licensed
veterinary professional so please do not take this as official medical advice. I am limited to my
experiences.

What is diabetes? To understand diabetes, one must understand the relationship between insulin and
glucose. Insulin in a hormone produced in the pancreas and is necessary for glucose to be absorbed from
the bloodstream into the body's cells. Diabetes occurs when the pancreas produces little or no insulin and
therefore the patient's blood sugar becomes unregulated.

Symptoms
excessive thirst
excessive urination
excessive appetite
weight loss

Treatment
diabetes is managed with your primary veterinarian (not an emergency veterinarian)
start on insulin injections since the body isn't producing enough or any insulin
monitor the symptoms listed above
may recommend a glucose curve to see how their blood glucose responds to their dose of insulin
may recommend a special or prescription diet

Emergency Situations

HYPOGLYCEMIA - low blood sugar
an IMMEDIATE emergency
symptoms include weakness, lethargy, ataxia (disorientation/stumbling), and eventually seizures
occurs when there is more insulin than glucose available in the bloodstream resulting in low blood sugar
happens if an animal receives a double dose of insulin, receives insulin without eating, or the insulin
dose is too high
first, try to feed your pet. if they will not eat, you can give light Karo syrup, honey, or sugar-water. have
them evaluated by a veterinarian.

DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS (DKA)
results from prolonged hyperglycemia, or high blood sugar, and lack of insulin
symptoms include lethargy, depression, anorexia, nausea (often seen as drooling)
requires emergency attention and treatment
DKA is very complicated, for more info see this article

For a more in depth look at diabetes, click here. For a video about insulin injections, click here

CONVERSATIONS FROM THERAPY
attachment styles
Summer of 2020 I started taking classes at my local community college. At the time I was planning
on getting some sort of human nursing degree (LOL), so I took a Developmental Psychology course.
Plus, being mentally unwell and in therapy I find psychology interesting. This class was where I first
learned what attachment styles are. I had one of those holy shit moments, similar to the first time I
found an internet community of asexuals. Like wow okay this explains A LOT and I'm not a freak or a
weirdo except maybe a little bit. It was freeing. So let me tell you about attachment styles.

There are four types of attachment - one is secure attachment and then there are three subtypes
of

insecure

attachment:

insecure-avoidant,

insecure-resistant/ambivalent,

and

disorganized.

Usually when I talk about insecure attachment with my therapist or peers I call them avoidant,
anxious,

and

disorganized

respectively.

Attachment

styles

have

origins

in

the

caregiver-infant

relationship and is shaped by how the child acts and how the caregiver reacts. This affects how the
child interacts and will continue to interact with people in the future.

Some definitions from my textbook:
secure attachment - a relationship in which an infant obtains both comfort and confidence
from the presence of his or her caregiver.
insecure-avoidant attachment - a pattern of attachment in which an infant avoids connection
with the caregiver, as when the infant seems not to care about the caregiver's presence,
departure, or return.
insecure-resistant/ambivalent

attachment

-

a

pattern

of

attachment

in

which

an

infant's

anxiety and uncertainty are evident, as when the infant becomes very upset at separation from
the caregiver and both resists and seeks contact on reunion
disorganized attachment - a type of attachment that is marked by an infant's inconsistent
reactions to the caregiver's departure and return.

I could write pages about attachment styles. Maybe someday I will. But for now I will dive a little
deeper into my attachment style. I always assumed I had an anxious attachment style, but it turns
out I'm disorganized. This style is characterized by both high anxiety and high avoidance. It is also
indicative

of

external

and

internal

emotional

problems

and

distress

as

an

adult.

The

way

I

experience it is a constant anxiety - always worrying am I doing/saying the right things, does this
person still like me, is there something I should be doing more or doing less? And if I reach out
about a vulnerable topic and don't get the response I'm looking for, it triggers the avoidance. I'd
rather live in a state of unknowing than in a state of painful knowing. I just accept the ambiguity of
situations until I can't handle it anymore. The last few months have been monumental for me. I've
been able to have some of the most difficult conversations of my life and I still survived.

Here is a great video summary of attachment theory
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